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Dashing through Park Street on a
Christmas Night
- Aayudh Pramanick – XI A –
We all know, at least us Kolkatans do, that Kolkata’s streets are not the safest,
especially for pedestrians and bicyclists. I have, time and again, coveted the lanes in
countries abroad, with entry passes for cyclists only. If this very city, where you run
the risk of getting into an accident the moment you look the wrong way for a
millisecond, can cordon off a part of a relatively large stretch of land for pedestrians
to walk down and admire the decorations, I suppose you can tell that it may have
earned the title of ‘traditional’. The time at which I am writing this definitely gives away
what I am talking about, to those who have been in the city around this time of year.
Of course, Christmas at Park Street - a sensation, to oversimplify it - is happening
again. The festival has an entire Facebook page dedicated to itself which has
confirmed, amidst rather ubiquitous anticipation, that the festival indeed would be
pulling the covers off The Christmas Jukebox and draping the streets in the brightest
lights it has to offer for the entire city to witness once again this year.

If you are a true Indian, you’d know that the essence of the eclectic festivals this
country beholds all year round, is contained in the streets - the very arterial, or might
I say, molecular level of city infrastructure. Food stalls serving cuisines fit for all
sorts of craving-laced taste buds, redolent of the popularity of street food throng the
streets in hundreds and it feels like you’re walking the aisles of a gigantic roofless
bakery, courtesy of the thousands of plum cakes being sold simultaneously. You can
feel the throbbing heart of the city through your feet as it comes alive with numerous
artists performing live constantly for a period of eight to nine days. That’s not all – if

you have what it takes to fight through the sea of people walking in all eight
directions and find yourself in sight of the signature Christmas tree at the end of Allen
Street which is easily the height of an electric pole, you will not be sorry. A marvelous
view, studded with baubles, tiny bells and angels and of course, the distinctive star at
the peak; quite the head-turner. The thirty-eight foot tall Norwegian Fir tree of 1963
was what popularised the concept of Christmas trees in India. What I’m about to tell
you would belie the picture I have painted in your head of what Christmas looks like at
Park Street every year. Last year, for obvious reasons, all the splendour that I spent
the last ten minutes attesting to, was missing. The absence was uncomfortably
palpable. Not more than a total of a hundred and fifty people were allowed inside
Allen Park for the live performances at a time. There was not a single food stall all
over Park Street or Allen Park. Musical events were limited to a duration of two and a
half hours. They did stream live online for others to watch from the comfort of their
homes, but a miniscule five-inch screen could never measure up to an experience in
the flesh. It was heartbreaking, to say the least. The city had been bereft of an organ
vital to its functioning and it showed in every inch of space that was not occupied by a
human body.

Would history repeat itself again? Would the people be able to withstand the blow
once more? There have been no announcements from the organisers about any
restrictions of the sort and we can only hope that none come along. The city is finally
awakening from its two-year long slumber with a few colossal yawns here and there
and a constant sense of fatigue, but mobile nonetheless. It would be nothing short of
cruel to shut it back down again.

Christmas in Park Street is almost like the Oscars - the most awaited event during a
very particular season and it largely pays off as regards the expectations of the
cinephiles. It has become a brand, one to be celebrated and remembered for
generations to come. You must possess an objectionable amount of gall to tamper
with the sentiments of the multitudes when it comes to something like this. There is

hardly any difference between the people and a new-born who has just had their
pacifier snatched away from them. If anything, this is a petition signed and cosigned
by every invested and expectant individual who was let down last year to bring back
Christmas in Park Street in its erstwhile glory and rip off the band aid if there is the
slightest anticipation of unpleasant news. Perhaps this is an incentive to cooperate at
your individual capacities in an attempt to flatten the proverbial curve. Perhaps this is
a needle in the haystack, an embodiment of the spirit of Christmas, that is hope and
joy. Perhaps this is both. Only time will tell.

- Junaid Mondal – XI D –

Feliz Navidad
- Swanik Chowdhury– VI A –
The fireplace near, where rings are kept,
Is burning all too bright;
The warm hearth lights the stockings, filled,
A joyous spirit tonight.
Under the wreath, the children plead,
A magical tale to hear;
Grandmother says, I'll tell you one,
Listen close, my dear.
Long ago, a child was born,
A special of his kind;
Some people said, "He's son of God!"
Some people said, "They're blind."
He grew up to be a fine young lad,
And you ask, what name was he?
This magic child's name was Jesus
He sacrificed for us; you see.
Cheerful Christmas spirits dance
And heavenly angels bow to him
God’s praise of Jesus' soul
And made countless songs and hymns
Rebirth gave he, a second chance
To protect of our sin and say,
For a purer soul, a purer mind
And a happier Christmas day!

- Archishman Sengupta – VII B –

A Happy New Year
- Samya Chakraborty-XI AI

The Clock strikes seven. Almost an hour has passed since. It’s now a minute to eight.
The day is the thirty-first of December. In less than five hours, the year will end.
All across the world, people are ecstatic with celebrations. Fireworks blaze every
corner of the globe, as men and women revel in their merry-making. As the dying
year breathes its final breaths, people don their festive robes. However, in midst of
all the celebration and commemmoration, one thing that remains constant for most
cultures and countries, it is the New Year’s Resolutions.
Everyplace in the last few months, people have been busy drawing up their new
year’s resolutions. While the more composed and disciplined people are preparing
new resolutions de novo, most of us are renewing our resolutions from the last
years, the ones we had failed to accomplish.
Preparing a New Year’s resolution is a common tradition, especially among the
western countries, as it provides us a resolve to continue our good practices,
perform random acts of kindness, and change our undesired traits.
Let us undertake a journey, from England to Brazil, from Japan to the USA,
discerning various examples of New Year’s resolutions from various kinds of people,
how they wish to change themseves, and how they are preparing themselves for the
Happy New Year.
II

The Clock strikes eight. Almost an hour has passed since. It’s now a minute to nine.
The day is the thirty-first of December. In less than four hours, the year will end.
Tom Buckler drowses, half-asleep, lounging in the corner of a cheap, dingy pub in
one of the lowest hovels of England. For some, the ending year had been one of joy,
while for others, it had been one of pain and suffering.
Slum dwellers celebrating the new year fill the pub to its brim, and although Tom
has more money than all of them combined, no one in the room is as depressed or
as frustated as Mr. Buckler.
Tom was a criminal lawyer, heavily sought by gangsters and rich men looking for
an easy way off the witness’ stand. For money, Tom could get the vilest gangsters
out, and for money, Tom could get innocent suspects in. He had lost the number of
times his father had asked him to stop lying in court, but Tom could never supress
his greed for money, and being a spendthrift, he was always in need of easy money.
Recently, all his lying had started taking a toll on Tom’s mental health. Men who
knew him started avoiding him on the roads, and the local priest started getting a
bit too inquisitive into his confessions.
If only he could start his career all over again, if only if he could change his ways,
why, if only he could even get redemption. All he wanted from above this year was
a bit of honesty.
Having finished his drink Tom gets up, and dusting his clothes, flicks out a five
pence dud. He is about to pay, when something in his mind stops him and his hand
inexplicably hesitates, twitching under his mental strain.
Tom starts sweating under his mental conflict, when he remembers his resolve. He
throws the coin away, takes out a genuine ten pence and pays. Before leaving, he
thumps the barman on the back and wishes him a Happy New Year.
III

The Clock strikes nine. Almost an hour has passed since. It’s now a minute to ten.
The day is the thirty-first of December. In less than three hours, the year will end.
Old Mr. Ricardo shuffles up the street towards his house, tired of all the festivities.
All around him people are dancing in a mad craze to the music blaring on the
loudspeakers.
Mr. Ricardo had been married for over forty-five years. Most of those forty-five
years had been spent abroad, at work, or at parties with friends. He had never truly
spent any quality time with his wife. Though he would compensate for his absence
from her life with sweets and foodstuffs, hed had never ever gotten her a real
present.
Now that she was almost eighty years old, and her health had slowly started
dilapidating, Ricardo had finally realized how unfair he had been to her. Looking
back, he realized how she had always prepared his favourite dishes for him
everyday for when he returned, even on the days when she was really sick.
Like our previous friend, Tom Buckler, Ricardo too begins to feel some reproach for
his actions. Realizing he would not get enogh time with her to make up for, he
wishes he could start his marriage all over again.
There is still some time left, Ricardo thinks. He would make it up to her within that
time. Like billions other on the planet, Ricardo too passes a resolve, his New Year’s
Resolution, to spend more time with his wife.
Ricardo enters his house. His wife looks up at him from the kitchen counter with a
smile, like she had done every time he had entered the house, though over time, her
smile had slowly decreased in size and warmth. With a flourish, Ricardo unfurls the
dress he had bought for her, one she had secretly been craving for a long time.
Needless to speak about her reaction, Mr. Ricardo walks up to her, kisses her on the
cheek, and wishes her a Happy New Year.

IV
The Clock strikes ten. Almost an hour has passed since. It’s now a minute to eleven.
The day is the thirty-first of December. In less than two hours, the year will end.
Shibō Kontorōru slowly trudges home. In her country, the New Year has already
begun. She rubs her eyes, still red and sore from crying. Just a few minutes ago,
some of her friends had mocked her for her obesity, calling her a ‘futotta minikui
buta’.
Shibo had a serious problem of binge-eating. She ate a lot, seemeing to draw some
pleasure and comfort from eating, especially when depressed. Being a single child of
a single mother, and in her teenage years, Shibo was quite often lonely and
depressed, and whenever she felt lonely or sad, she would indulge in chips, burgers
and pizzas.
Numerous times, Shibo had tried to control her addiction for eating. Her mother had
tried helping, cutting her off from her junk food supply; but like many other
teenagers, Shibo would grow uncontrollable when separated from her comforts.
Still sobbing and sniffling, Shibo heads towards what would comfort her. The
bakery-cum-grocery store beside her house.
She is about to grab three packets of Calbees, when her friends’ words come back to
her. They had called her slurs, told her that she had no self-control. Unable to
control herself, eh? She would show them control. She remembers that she has not
completed her last year’s resolution yet. It was, obviously, to stop eating junk.
Squeezing the last tears out of her eyes, Shibo decides that she will show her
friends that she DID have control. She would lose fifteen pounds in two months.

Replacing the Calbees, Shibo walks up to her house with new resolve, with her New
Year’s Resolution.
She rings the doorbell with furious vigour in her eyes. Her mother opens the door,
visibly surprised at seeing Shibo not carrying any snacks. Shibo walks up to her and
wishes her a Happy New Year.
V
The Clock strikes eleven. Almost an hour has passed since. It’s now a minute to
twelve. The day is the thirty-first of December. In less than an hour, why, in less than
a minute, the year will end.
Gerald sways lightly in the centre of his middle school’s heavily crowded dance floor.
His ninth standard finals’ result had just come out today, and he had scored well, so
he was in a good mood.
Gerald was fourteen and a meritorious boy. He was pretty good in studies, played the
keyboard and was quite enthusiastic about sports. Although Gerald scored straight
A’s in most of his subjects, he would not sit down to study until the last few weeks.
The rest of his year was spent in homeworks, projects and coachings. A figure
relatable to most of us.
However, ever since he had entered the ninth standard, Gerald had started to feel
the pressure of his higher studies.Although he could still manage his exams, he
would have to stay up late for a little longer. Recently, his french tutor had advised
him to start studying throughout the year. Not for as long as the days before his
exams, but an hour and a half each day would do.
Thus, he had added his tutor’s suggestion to his New Year’s Resolution list, along
with improving his arm sweep and increasing his speed in chords.
Unlike Tom, Ricardo or Shibo, Gerald is not driven by reproach or repentance. He is
simply a boy, just like us, aiming at improving himself and stopping his bad

behaviour. Just like Gerald, many of his classmates on the dance floor are preparing
for their final school exams. Many of them are preparing similar routines and study
plans.
The Clock strikes twelve. The day is the first of January. Just a few seconds ago, a
new year had started.
All the members of the dance floor burst into a blaring, deafening scream of “Happy
New Year”. All across the world, people are in a frenzy, celebrating in the jubilation
and exultation at the birth of a new year. Affected by the contagious exuberance and
ebullience all around him, Gerald breaks into a wide smile, and screams aloud,
wishing everyone his voice could reach a Happy New Year.
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DON'TS
- Sabyasachi Mukherjee-VIII E-

Tidings, bells, and Rudolph the reindeer
Can you guess which time of the year?
I know we all make cakes and enjoy
But what about the poor little boy?
In the corner of that shabby street
Will he be able to have the delectable turkey
meat
We all wait for presents and Santa
But it is just a cold frosty eve for Arata
He does not whine about candies or clothes
Cause his dictionary is filled with don’ts.

New Year and Rebirth
- Arin Mukhopadhyay – XII B –
Dong! Dong! It is time. As the clock strikes 12, fireworks can be heard in the distance
along with screams of joy. As is customary, Father Time has yet again been vanquished
by Baby New Year, and with it, a new tale begins.
Come the First of January, we make New Year Pledges and strive to follow them. The
result? Laziness devours our drive and soon Will is dead. No longer can this be
accepted. We are just bouncing back from a deadly pandemic that has claimed millions
of lives around the globe. Schools have reopened and some sense of normalcy has
finally been restored. We've all faced hardships, but we did not let them bog us down.
We persevered and overcame the struggles together. Now it is time we enjoy the fruits
of our trials. Like Heracles with his Cornucopia, it is time we Bosconians enjoy the
warmth of our school. Those empty halls and empty classrooms deserve better. Those
staircases demand to be used again, the trees long for laughter. The Spirit of our
School yearns for its soul again - the students and the teachers.
As a student of Class 12, I write this with a heavy heart. It is a rite of passage for every
young adult to leave the safety of school and venture into the open world. But for us,
it just feels different. Life had stopped since school was closed and it has become very
common for a lot of us to still identify with our Class 10 days. School has opened since
December and we've had the pleasure to experience the school atmosphere once
again. Most of us would've given up an arm and a leg to be able to roam around the
school once again or to be able to play in the school field. There's beauty in Chaos and
nothing best exemplifies this concept than football during Break Time. What we would
give to yet again experience our school life. The lesson I've learnt is to cherish all that
we have and hence, for us this New Year is Nirvana. We've been given a new chance
and we shall grasp it with both of our hands. With each new year, we get a chance to

reform ourselves, to become a better version of ourselves, and to evolve. For a new
beginning arising after the Eternal Winter, it is only fair that we take a pledge to
recover our shattered lives and to help those around us find stability as well.

Tanto Monta, Monta Tanto Bosconians Como DBPC!

-Sourodeep Sarkar –VIII E –

The Final Lapse
-Sourodeep Sarkar –VIII E –
For ‘leven months now have I trudged,
Through snows, through heat- and rains as well;
But now I stand, in frozen woods –
My journey, so close to an end.
Yet now I hear a mystic bell,
Fill up the woods with sounds of joy,
While cold heralds approach from North,
And bring with them - the word of Christ.
The frosted world shall warm again,
And golden rays shall light the earth –
The chilly cold so far behind,
Lies forgotten, for one whole day.

Yet the winter god shall rule again,
And give way to none but my close,
As I shall part for evermore,
And bring with me, a million dreams.
But now I step into the void,
My name forgotten amidst it all –
Parties and smiles, found everywhere
As they all greet a brand new year …
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